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WONDERFUL 1930’s PICTURE BOOK
116. CREDLE,ELLIS.PIG-O-WEE.  
Chicago: Rand McNally (1936).  4to (8 x 
10”), As new in as new dust wrapper.  1st 
edition.  The story of a skinny Blue Ridge 
Mountain pig and the trouble he gets into 
written by Credle and illustrated by her 
with great color lithos spanning the pages 
throughout in typical 30’s style.  Amazing 
copy.  $150.00

CUBA - 377

BEAUTIFUL FIRST EDITION WITH SIGNED LETTER
117. DAHL,ROALD.CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY.  NY: Knopf 
(1964).  8vo, 6 1/4 x 9 1/2”, red cloth blind stamped on cover, [162]p, Fine in near 
fine dust wrapper with the slightest bit of wear at spine ends.  1st edition.  (correct 
colophon and no isbn #).  Illustrated in black &white by Joseph Schindelman.  Later 
copies have the same original published price but have the ISBN # on rear cover 
amongst other indicators that they are not first, thus proving that the price is not 
the determinant of edition.  Even later editions change the nature of the Oompa-
Loompas who are portrayed as stereotypical Blacks in the first edition. LAID IN 
IS A TYPED LETTER SIGNED BY DAHL.  Written in 1978 on Dahl’s personal 
stationary to an American elementary school class, this is a charming and personal 
9 line letter boldly signed in red.  This is a beautiful and special copy. $5500.00

LIMITED EDITION BY
 DE BOSSCHERE

118. (DE BOSSCHERE,JEAN)
illus.ALL THE EXTANT WORKS 
OF FRANCOIS RABELAIS: an 
American translation by Samuel 
Putnam.  NY: Covici Friede 
1929.  3 volumes, folio, cloth 
backed boards, top edges gilt, 
boards toned, spines faded, 
both common with this set, 
VG+.  1st edition. LIMITED 
TO 1300 NUMBERED COPIES 
PRIVATELY PRINTED FOR 
SUBSCRIBERS.  Illustrated 
with the most magnificent 
stylized full page color 
illustrations by De Bosschere 
and with more than 100 
fabulous full page black and 
whites, all printed on fine paper  
resulting in fine reproductions.  
The text is complete with 
fascinating critical text and 
notes.  $500.00

119. DE BRUNHOFF,JEAN.  
BABAR THE KING.  NY: 
Harrison Smith & Robert 
Haas 1935 (1935).  Large 
folio, (10 1/2 x 14 1/2”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, light 
general cover soil else clean 
tight and VG+.  1st edition 
in English of the 3rd Babar 
book -  with wonderful 
color illustrations.  Nice 
copy. $900.00

DE LA MARE, WALTER – 250 DEFOE, DANIEL - 479

“THIS LITTLE PIGGIE WENT TO MARKET”
120. (DENSLOW,W.W.)illus.  DENSLOW’S 5 LITTLE PIGS.  NY: Dillingham 
(Aug. 1903).  4to (8 1/4 x 10 
7/8”), stiff pictorial wraps 
(12)p., some cover soil, spine 
rough but solid, internal 
finger soil and a few small 
mends, G+ to VG.  1st edition.  
Mounted on linen.  This is 
one of 12 picture books of 
traditional nursery rhymes 
for which Denslow revised 
and adapted the text as 
well as illustrating it in color 
on every page.  This title is 
better known as This Little 
Piggie Went to Market.   
(Greene/Hearn 29I).  Very 
scarce.  $400.00

DENSLOW’S STUNNING MOTHER GOOSE
121. (DENSLOW,W.W.)illus.DENSLOW’S MOTHER GOOSE.  NY: McClure 
Phillips Co. 1901.  4to (8 3/4 x 11”), cloth backed pictorial boards, [96]p., color 
worn on edges else near fine.  1st edition, 2nd issue (Humpty Dumpty is not on back 
of dedication leaf).  Each left hand page has the text of a nursery rhyme with the 
text hand lettered by Fred W. Goudy.  Facing each rhyme is a fabulous color plate 
with bold colors printed on a green background.  The text pages are also illustrated 
in color and there are pictorial endpapers as well.  In addition to illustrating the 
book, Denslow also edited the text.   This is an incredible picture book, one of 
Denslow’s best and a beautiful copy, rare in this condition.  $2500.00

RARE DENSLOW FANTASY
122. (DENSLOW,W.W.)illus.THE JEWELED TOAD by Isabel Johnston.  
Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill (1907).  8vo, tan pictorial boards, 211p., edges and 
corners lightly rubbed and sl. wear to base of spine, sl. internal soil,  else tight 
and VG+.  1st and only edition of this fantasy, featuring 11 bright color plates 
plus color plate title and many color illustrations throughout the text.  Very 
reminiscent of the Wizard in style and a wonderful story, based on a five act 
musical play that was never produced.  Green/Hearn 39.  Very rare, particularly 
in such nice condition.  $1200.00
(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ------->>>>.>>)
DENSLOW, W.W. ALSO 52
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THREE LITTLE PIGS 
123. DENSLOW IMITATION.THREE TINY PIGS (THREE LITTLE PIGS) 
retold by David Brett.  
London: Dean and Son, no 
date, circa 1910.  4to (7 3/4 
x 11”), pictorial boards, some 
wear to rear cover and spine, 
VG+ condition.  Containing 
the traditional fairy tale of 
the Three Little Pigs, the 
text is printed in a rainbow 
range of colors on each page.  
Featuring bold and wonderful 
full page color illustrations 
by DAVID BRETT whose 
style bears a striking 
resemblance to Denslow’s.  
This is an untearable book 
with sheets mounted on 
linen.  A great picture 
book.  $225.00

FIRST MICKEY MOUSE BOOK - BIBO AND LANG
124. DISNEY,WALT.MICKEY MOUSE BOOK / HELLO EVERYBODY.  NY: Bibo 
and Lang 1930, copyright Walter E. Disney.  4to (9 x 12”), green pictorial wraps, 
[16p.] + covers, slight amount of rear cover soil else Fine, with game page intact, 
with no rips, rubbing, owner names or wear. This is the true first Mickey Mouse 
book, second to fourth issue (no way to distinguish). This differs from first issue 
in the following ways: front cover entirely green replacing the tan border, “Printed 
in the USA on front cover, changing the song lyrics to remove the offensive 
words “kill him” (referring to a big bad villain), and adding 2 extra comic strips 
(on the bottom panel of the rear cover and on p.8).  The text includes the Story 
of Mickey Mouse, Mickey Mouse Game, Mickey Mouse March and Mickey Mouse 
Song.  Illustrated by the Disney Studios with full page and partial page drawings 
in black, green and white.  The story was written by Bobette Bibo, the 11 year old 
daughter of one of the publishers.  Due to its fragile nature, few copies of this 
exist today.  See Munsey: Disneyana who notes “The book was a small venture, and 
a relatively small number was produced.  Today, the few that survive are eagerly 
sought by collectors.” (p.163, picture p.166).  Rare, especially in this condition.
 $5250.00

MOVING “FLICK” BOOK
125. DISNEY,WALT.
DONALD & PLUTO:  MOVIE 
BOOK IN 5 REELS.  [London]: 
Collins (1939).  Narrow 4to, 
stiff pictorial wraps, near 
fine with instruction page 
laid-in. Inside the cover is 
a synopsis of the scenes.  
There are 5 individual flick 
books that the reader flips 
through to animate the 
pictures that tell the story.  
Each book can be manipulated 
in 2 directions for different 
sequences.  A rare Disney 
item in excellent condition.
  $1500.00

126. DISNEY,WALT.LES 
TROIS PETITS COCHONS 
[THREE LITTLE PIGS].  
Paris: Hachette (1934). 
4to (7 1/4 x 9”), pictorial 
boards, edges and spine ends 
worn else VG.  Illustrated 
with color covers, 12 full 
page color illustrations, 14 
full page black and whites 
plus many black and whites in 
text by the Disney Studios 
to accompany this tale 
from Silly Symphony.  Early 
Disney.  $250.00

127. DISNEY,WALT.  THREE LITTLE 

WOLVES.  Hollywood: Walt Disney 

Enterprises 1937.  Folio (9 1/2 x 13”), 

pictorial wraps, slight soil and fading on 

cover else VG+. The Big Bad Wolf plans his 

revenge on the Three Little Pigs. Printed 

on textured paper and illustrated by the 

Disney Studios with marvelous full page 

color illustrations on each page with text 

below.  $150.00

RARE DISNEY NOVELTY
128. DISNEY,WALT.SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS CUT-OUT 
BOOK.  Racine: Whitman 1938.  Sq. folio (13”) pictorial wraps, 2 small cover 
mends else fine and unused.  Consisting of Snow White, the 7 Dwarfs, the Prince, 
the Queen, all the animals and the Dwarfs’ House with all of the accessories.  
Both covers have figures designed to be cut-out and the 4 interior pages have 
the figures die-cut ready to be punched out.  A beautiful copy, rarely found in 
unused condition. $800.00

#122
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EXCELLENT DISNEY 
REFERENCE BOOK

129. (DISNEY,WALT).THE 
ART OF WALT DISNEY 
by Robert Field.  NY: 
Macmillan 1942.  4to, tan 
cloth, 290p., index, Fine 
in DUST WRAPPER (dw 
frayed at spine ends with a 
few mends but really clean 
and VG).  1st ed. of the 
first great work on Disney, 
profusely illustrated in color 
and black & white.  Rare in 
the dw. $725.00

DISNEY ALSO 360, 361

DOGS – 6, 71, 85, 110, 139, 200, 249, 277, 344, 379, 485

ELESKA’S RARE BOOK OF CLOTH DOLLS
TO CUT OUT AND SEW

130. DOLLS.(CLOTH NOVELTY) OUR NEIGHBOURS: CREATIVE PLAY BOOK 
TO CUT-TO SEW-TO STUFF by Eleska.  NY: 1944.  Large 4to, (10 3/8 x 12 
1/4”), pictorial wraps, covers toned else COMPLETE AND UNUSED.  Designed by 
artist / anthropologist Elena Eleska to cultivate and teach “an international spirit 
in children” (Bader p.238), there are 12 double page cloth dolls and costumes of 
native peoples of various nations, printed in colors on cloth.  Instructions are 
inside the front wrapper.  Intended to be the first in a series, Bader notes that 
when the series did not materialize, Eleska “withdrew from the field in 1952.”  
Exceedingly rare. See Bader p. 237 for photo, 238 for text.  $800.00

GREAT DOLL BOOK
131. DOLLS.DOLL TOWN DAY with rhymes by Jessie Pope.  London: Blackie 
and Son, no date, circa 1910.  4to (7 x 10”), pictorial boards, slight wear to 
the paper spine in a few spots, owner bookplate, near fine.  The text in verse 
describes everyday life in a town where dolls come alive and engage in all of the 
activities that humans do.  They hold a garden party where they play croquet, 
play soldiers in full dress, go roller skating, sail in a regatta, attend a Punch and 
Judy Show, attend an aviation meeting displaying interesting contraptions, watch 
a fire brigade rush to a fire and more.  Illustrated by G.F. Christie with 16 full 
page rich color illustrations and in line on text pages.  This is a nice copy of a rare 
and particularly charming picture book. $750.00

CHARMING TUCK PAPER DOLL IN BOX
132. DOLLS.  (PAPER)DARLING EDITH and Her Wardrobe: New Series of 
Dressing Dolls designed by Marguerite Macdonald.  London: Raphael Tuck 1894.  
This is a lovely 9” paper doll with 4 dresses and 4 hats, housed in the original 
pictorial box.  Neat repair to box flaps else VG+, dolls and outfits are Fine.  The 
doll wears a green  and white chemise - underdress. Her 4 fancy outfits of gowns 
and coat are beautifully chromolithographed in a variety of colors with much 
detail and the four hats match the dresses.  See Whitton: Raphael Tuck p.76, 
80.  Quite wonderful. $800.00

RARE FOLIO BOOK 
WITH DOLLS AND 

CLOTHING
133. DOLLS.(PAPER) DOLLS 
THAT YOU LOVE by 
L.R.S. Henderson.  Chicago: 
L.W. Walter 1910. Oblong 
folio (19” x 12 1/2”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
edges rubbed else FINE 
AND UNUSED. There are 
6 paper dolls 3 1/2 x 8” 
high - 5 children and their 
Nurse.  Each doll has 4 
outfits and 3 hats designed 
to be cut out.  The text 
describes various activities 
that the children engage 
in: tea party, reading fairy 
tales, skating, on the beach 
and more.  Illustrated with 
wonderful full page color 
illustrations and pictorial 
borders on text pages.  This 
is a rare survivor, completely 
intact.  (SEE ALSO REAR 
COVER) $1250.00

SHAPE BOOK
134. DOLLS.(SHAPE 
BOOK) DOLLS OF MANY 
LANDS.  Chicago: Donohue, 
no date, circa 1915.  Folio, 
stiff pictorial card covers 
die-cut in the shape of a 
doll, VG+.  Illustrated by 
an unknown hand in the 
style of Grace Drayton 
with 4 full color pages and 
other pages illustrated in 
line.  Features Japanese 
dolls, Russian, English and 
more. $175.00

DOLLS ALSO 51, 190, 213, 288, 320, 322, 391, 413, 433, 470

SCARCE SECOND TEENIE WEENIE BOOK
135. DONAHEY,WILLIAM.DOWN THE RIVER WITH THE TEENIE WEENIES.  
Chicago: Reilly & Lee (1921). 4to (9 x 11”), cloth, pictorial paste-on, 128p., light finger 
soil in some margins else VG+ condition.  1st edition of the second Teenie Weenie 
book.  Featuring 8 fine color plates by the author plus a color plate on the cover not 
repeated in the text.  There are also many full page and smaller black and whites 
detailing the adventures of these little people in their miniature world. $650.00
(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ------->>>>>>>)

#131
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DOYLE’S HAND-COLORED “JACK THE GIANT KILLER”
136. DOYLE,RICHARD.  THE STORY OF JACK AND THE GIANTS.  London: 
Griffith & Farran 1858.  8vo, 56p., red cloth stamped in blind and gold, all edges 
gilt, slight cover soil, near Fine. New edition.  Although originally written in 1842, 
it was not published until 1851 by Cundall. Printed with care by the Dalziels, this 
features 35 illustrations by Doyle including 8 incredible full page hand-colored 
plates depicting a ferocious giant.  This was the first fairy tale written by Doyle 
and is quite scarce in this early version, usually only found in the posthumous 
1888 manuscript facsimile.  Very scarce and a beautiful copy.      $1500.00

137. (DRAYTON,[WIEDERSAM] 
GRACE)illus.  KIDDIE-
LAND.  Phil.: Geo. Jacobs 
(1910).  4to, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, edges 
rubbed with slight cover 
soil else VG+.  Illustrated 
with 12 glorious color plates 
plus line illustrations on 
every page and pictorial 
endpapers.  Text in verse 
is written in baby dialect by 
Drayton’s sister Margaret 
Hays. The vibrant color 
plates of cherubic little 
children are wonderful.  Very 
scarce.  $600.00

138. DU BOIS,WILLIAM PENE.BEAR CIRCUS.  NY: Viking (1971).  4to, pictorial 
cloth, Fine in lightly soiled 
and frayed dust wrapper.  
1st ed.  The Koala bears 
perform a circus for the 
kangaroos in thanks for 
some help that was given.  
Wonderfully illustrated in 
color on every page.  Bader 
(p.183-6) says “If The Three 
Policemen has competition as 
the quintessence of Pene du 
Bois, it is Bear Circus.”  N.Y. 
Times Best Book of The year 
1971.  $125.00

139. DU BOIS,WILLIAM PENE.  OTTO 

IN AFRICA.  NY:Viking (1961).  4to, yellow 

cloth, Fine in sl. worn dw.  1st ed.  Du Bois has 

rewritten and re-illustrated his first Otto 

book - Giant Otto, wherein Duke and Otto fight 

off marauding Arabs in Africa.  (See Bader 

p. 182)  $150.00

FINE COPY POE’S “BELLS” 
IN PUBLISHER’S BOX

140. (DULAC,EDMUND)illus.  THE 
BELLS & OTHER POEMS by Edgar 
Allan Poe. NY & London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, no date [1912]. 4to, 
blue cloth with elaborate black 
cover design, FINE IN ORIGINAL 
PUBLISHER’S PICTORIAL BOX 
(box scuffed).  1st American 
trade edition, illustrated by Dulac 
with 28 magnificent color plates 
framed in green borders, plus 
many large pictorial headpieces 
and pictorial endpapers.  A great 
copy, rare in the box.  Hughey 
29e. $1500.00

SIGNED BY DULAC FAIRY TALES OF ALLIED NATIONS
141. (DULAC,EDMUND)illus.  EDMUND DULAC’S FAIRY BOOK: fairy tales of 
the allied nations.  London: Hodder & Stoughton, circa 1916. 4to (9 x 11 1/2”), 
white cloth extensively decorated in gilt, light cover soil and light rubbing to gilt 
else VG+.  LIMITED TO ONLY 350 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY DULAC.  14 
fairy tales from around the world are illustrated with 15 very beautiful tipped-
in color plates set within 
gilt rules plus a pictorial 
title page.  Titles include 
Snegorotchka, Russia; The 
Buried Moon, England; 
Bashtchelik, Serbia; The 
Serpent Prince, Italy; The 
Hind of the Wood, France; 
The Fire Bird, Russia; 
Urashima Taro, Japan; The 
Story of the Bird Feng, 
China and more.  This is a 
nice clean copy of a scarce 
Dulac limited edition with a 
smaller than usual number 
of copies in the limitation.
  $2500.00

DULAC’S ANDERSEN’S 
FAIRY TALES

142. (DULAC,EDMUND)illus.  LA 
REINE DES NEIGES [STORIES 
FROM HANS ANDERSEN].  Paris: 
L’Edition d’Art H. Piazza (1911).  
Large thick 4to (9 1/4 x 12”), 
cream colored wraps decorated 
in gold and silver, Fine condition.  
1st French trade edition, printed 
on vellum paper (same year as 
English).  Andersen’s classic fairy 
tales are illustrated by Dulac with 
28 magnificent tipped-in color 
plates with decorative borders 
and captioned page guards plus 
decorative border on text pages.  
Altogether a beautiful book in 
amazing condition considering the 
nature of the binding.  Hughey 
27mm. $1100.00#135

#135
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RARE DULAC LIMITED EDITION
143. (DULAC,EDMUND)illus.  SINDBAD THE SAILOR AND OTHER STORIES 
FROM THE ARABIAN NIGHTS.  Hodder & Stoughton no date, [1914].  Thick 
large 4to, full vellum with elaborate gilt decorations on cover and spine, top edge 
gilt, other edges untrimmed, small area of front and rear lower corners discolored 
else VG-Fine with original silk ties. 1st ed., LIMITED TO 500 NUMBERED COPIES 
SIGNED BY DULAC (this not numbered).  A most sumptuous and beautiful book, 
illustrated by Dulac with 23 tipped- in color plates on gilt decorated mounts with 
lettered guards and with gilt decorations and borders on text pages.  One of Dulac’s 
most lovely and desired books and very scarce in the limited edition.  $6500.00

144. (DULAC,EDMUND)illus.  THE SLEEPING BEAUTY and other fairy tales 
retold by Sir Arthur Quiller Couch.  London: Hodder Stoughton. no date [1910].  
4to (9 x 11”), publisher’s red imitation morocco, extensive gilt decorated cover, 
129p., Fine.  1st  Dulac edition, illustrated with 30 very beautiful tipped-in color 
plates (with tissue guards) mounted on decorative heavy sheets.  Features 
Sleeping Beauty; Cinderella; Beauty And The Beast; and Bluebeard.  A beautiful 
copy of a lavishly produced book.  $925.00

DUTCH INTEREST – 256, 496

DAME CRUMP HAND COLORED
145. EARLY AMERICAN.HISTORY 
OF LITTLE DAME CRUMP AND HER 
LITTLE WHITE PIG.  NY: P.J. Cozans, no 
date, circa 1850.  12mo (4 3/8 x 7 1/2”), 
pictorial wraps, small mend on cover, 
some cover soil, VG.  Illustrated with 8 
half page hand colored woodcuts with the 
story in verse under each picture.  “Marks 
Edition” printed on upper cover referring 
to the London publisher J. L. Marks.  
This edition is a copy of the London 
edition. $250.00

FANTASTIC HUMOROUS ENGRAVINGS
146. EARLY AMERICAN.OLD AMERICAN COMIC ALMANAC 1840 (Whole 
Number X, Number II).  Boston: S.N. Dickinson.  8vo (5 1/4 x 8 1/4”), string bound 
pictorial wraps, covers unevenly toned else amazingly clean and well preserved.  
The focus of the book are the fantastic humorous cartoon-like engravings; the 
back cover has a great full page engraving of the old washerwoman who has used 
each of her 11 children as clothespins for her laundry on the line and there is a 
poem about the love between a pig and a cat.  There are astronomical charts as 
well. Rare. $500.00

HAND-COLORED FIVE 
LITTLE PIGS

147. EARLY AMERICAN.
REMARKABLE HISTORY OF 
FIVE LITTLE PIGS.  Boston: 
Taggard & Thompson (1858).  
12mo (5 `/4 x 6 3/4”), pictorial 
wraps, 31p., slight spine wear, a 
few tiny margin mends, VG+.  The 
text is the story version of the 
classic rhyme “This Little Piggie 
Went To Market, This Little 
Piggie Stayed Home, This Little 
Piggie Had Roast Beef, This 
Little Piggie Got None and This 
Little Piggie cried Wee Wee Wee 
all the Way Home.”   Featuring 
5 full page and 35 large partial 
page hand-colored engravings.  
Great! $450.00

EARLY CLOTH BOOK / FAIRY TALE
148. EARLY AMERICAN.STORY OF THE 
OLD DAME AND HER SILVER SIXPENCE.  
Philadelphia: Willis P. Hazard 1853.  8vo (5 
3/4 x 7 3/4”), cloth covers, covers soiled and 
some margin soil else VG.  This is the classic 
story of an old woman who buys a pig that 
won’t budge.  It is written in the cumulative / 
repetitive style of the House That Jack Built.  
Illustrated with 4 hand-colored engravings 
based on John Absolon’s version published 
by Cundall.  This is a title in the Treasury 
of Pleasure Books series copied from 
Cundall’s British editions.  This is an early 
cloth book and a rare version of this classic 
tale. $300.00

HAND-COLORED BOOK
149. EARLY ENGLISH.(HAND-COLORED)  
THE SEVEN WONDERFUL BROTHERS.  
London: Dean and Son (1855).  4to (6 
1/2 x 9 1/2”), pictorial wraps, top margin 
slightly trimmed and spine unobtrusively 
strengthened, VG+.  Printed on one side of the 
paper.  Illustrated with vivid hand-colored 
illustrations on each of the 8 pages of text.  
The story tells how 6 strange brothers 
named Long Legs, Large Head, Lazy Bones, 
Lightfoot, Quick-ears and Petling work to 
free Sharp-Eyes, the seventh brother who 
is being held in the giant’s castle. This is a 
title in Dean’s Brother Sunshine Toy Book 
series. $725.00

#144
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DEAN’S HAND-COLORED
 DAME CRUMP

150. EARLY ENGLISH.LITTLE DAME 
CRUMP.  London: Dean & Son (1852).  4to 
(6 3/4 x 9 3/4”), pictorial wraps, spine 
repaired, recased, some margin mends, 
overall G-VG.  A title in Dean’s Golden Series 
of toybooks.  The classic tale told in verse 
about Dame Crump and her pig, each page 
has a fine 3/4 page hand-colored illustration.  
Printed on one side of the page. Very 
scarce. $400.00

FINE HAND-COLORED WOOD ENGRAVINGS
151. EARLY ENGLISH.  LITTLE TRAVELLER, OR CUSTOMS AND COSTUMES 
OF ALL NATIONS.  London: James March, no date, circa 1845.  8vo (6 x 9 
1/2”), decorative wraps, 8p., spine rubbed, some edge wear, VG+. Featuring 8 
very fine, large half-page hand-colored wood engravings printed on one side 
of the paper.  The pictures depict life in various areas of the world and of 
various nationalities with informative text below.  The scenes include a Spanish 
bullfight, Natives of India hunting a tiger, a Chinese mandarin and his lady 
on the Yellow River, Arab slave traders shipping African slaves in chains, an 
African jungle scene with a native, a boa constrictor and an alligator, American 
Indians including one firing a rifle,  harpooning a whale in the Arctic, a scene with 
costumes of many various countries and more.  This is a title in March’s Library 
of Instruction and Amusement.  A fascinating book.  Osborne p. 186.  $950.00

RARE WALLIS TITLE - MARJORIE MOON’S COPY
152. EARLY ENGLISH.THE OLD PIG AND HER TWO CHILDREN.  [London: 
E. Wallis 1835].  12mo (4 1/4 x 6 1/2”), [8]ff., lacks covers, bound in flexible 
marbled card covers with 
printed label. Soil on text 
area of 2 leaves and a margin 
mend else VG+.  Printed 
on one side of the paper, 
each leaf features a fine 
half-page hand colored 
cut to accompany the 
story in verse.  THIS IS 
MARJORIE MOON’S OWN 
COPY with her bookplate 
(Moon was an expert in 
children’s literature and 
she wrote the definitive 
bibliography of John Harris, 
the London publisher of 
children’s books).  This is a 
rare title with only 1 copy 
located in Australia on 
OCLC. $675.00

HAND-COLORED OLD WOMAN & HER PIG
153. EARLY ENGLISH.THE OLD WOMAN AND HER PIG.  London: Grant 
and Griffith, no date, circa 1843.  
12mo (4 1/4 x 7”), pictorial wraps, 
16p. + [1]p. ads of Harris’ Coloured 
Books, covers soiled, a few margin 
mends, VG.  The famous children’s 
rhyme about an old woman finding 
a silver penny features 14 very fine 
half page hand colored woodcuts.  
Printed by Samuel Bentley on one 
side of the paper.  The publishing 
firm of John Harris was absorbed 
by Grant and Griffith in 1843 and 
this is an early title of that imprint, 
still maintaining the Harris page 
of ads.   $400.00

HAND-COLORED PLATES
154. EARLY FRENCH.
TRIBULATIONS DE LA 
MERE GOODY translated 
from English by Eugene 
Houx-Marc. Paris: Bedelet, 
no date, circa 1840.  12mo 
(4 1/4 x 6 1/4”), pictorial 
boards, 48p., spine paper 
chipped and some edge 
rubbing, tight, clean and VG+.  
The story of the Old Woman 
and Her Pig illustrated 
with 14 lovely hand-colored 
plates.  A title in the 
Bibliotheque Du Premier 
Age series.  A charming 
book. $600.00

OLD WOMAN AND HER 
PIG PRINTED IN PARIS 

IN SPANISH
155. EARLY SPANISH.
VIEJA Y EL COCHINILLO 
[OLD WOMAN AND HER 
PIG].  Paris: Hachette, no 
date, circa 1885.  12mo (5 1/4 
x 7”), decorative wraps, Fine 
condition.  The traditional 
English story about the old 
woman and her stubborn pig 
is illustrated with 6 very fine 
full page chromolithographs.  
From the series Tertulias de 
la Infancia. $200.00

FIRST ROOSEVELT BEAR BOOK 
INSCRIBED WITH 
SIGNED PHOTO!

156. EATON,SEYMOUR.  THE ROOSEVELT 
BEARS: THEIR TRAVELS AND 
ADVENTURES by Seymour Eaton (Paul Piper).  
Philadelphia: Edward Stern, 1906 (Sept. 1906). 
4to, green cloth backed boards, pictorial 
paste-on, edges rubbed, binding strengthened 
with corner of one leaf restored with some loss 
of text, crease on rear cover, overall G-VG.  
First edition of the FIRST ROOSEVELT BEAR 
BOOK.  The two Roosevelt Bears- Teddy B. 
and Teddy G. leave their home out West to 
set off on many adventures. Illustrated by V. 
FLOYD CAMPBELL with 16 color plates plus a 
profusion of black and whites in-text.  THIS 
COPY HAS A WARM 5 LINE INSCRIPTION 
FROM EATON TO HIS NEPHEW, DATED 
1906.  LAID IN IS A STUDIO PHOTO OF 
EATON SIGNED BY HIM ON THE VERSO!  
Eaton’s signatures are rare.  A unique 
copy.    $2000.00

NEWBERY AWARD WINNER WITH LETTER FROM EDMONDS
157. EDMONDS,WALTER.THE MATCHLOCK GUN.  NY: Dodd Mead 1941 
(1941).  4to (8 x 10”), near fine in dust wrapper (dw slightly rubbed and price 
clipped else VG+).  Stated 1st ed.  NEWBERY AWARD WINNER.  The story tells 
about life in the Hudson Valley in 1776.  Beautifully illustrated by PAUL LANTZ 
with 6 double page color lithos, 6 full page black and whites plus many black 
and whites throughout the 
text.  This copy comes with 
A ONE PAGE TYPED LETTER 
SIGNED BY EDMONDS 
on his personal stationery.  
Written to a fan Edmonds 
discusses the Matchlock 
Gun and mentions where to 
look for the historical basis 
of the book.  Very scarce 
in such nice condition and a 
special copy with the letter 
from Edmonds (who is not 
known for having signed many 
books). $550.00
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EDUCATION – 130, 193, 321, 322, 395

CELTIC LEGEND 
SPANISH FOLKLORE FAIRY

158. (EICHENBERG,FRITZ)illus.PADRE 
PORKO the Gentleman Pig by Robert Davis.  
NY: Holiday House (1939).  8vo (5 3/4 x 7 
5/8”), pictorial cloth, 165p., Fine condition in 
nice dust wrapper which has old tape mends 
on verso and chipping to head of spine.  1st 
edition.  The preface explains the probable 
Celtic origin of this Spanish fairy folk hero, 
a gentleman pig that speaks many languages 
and helps the poor with the aid of his animal 
friends.  Illustrated by Eichenberg with 
full page and in-text detailed pen and ink 
drawings.  Presented with the extra care 
that is characteristic of Holiday House 
books. $125.00

ELEPHANTS – 119, 215, 466 ELESKA - 130

CHARMING EMETT WATERCOLOR
159. EMETT,ROWLAND.ORIGINAL ART: DERAILED TRAIN.  Offered here 
is a finished original pen and ink and watercolor drawing , possibly  a greeting 
card design.  The image measures 10 wide x 7 1/3 high and is signed.  In the 
lower corner the caption reads “seasonable predicament, with.... GREETINGS.”  
Pictured is a derailed train driven by a man holding a muff.  A witch holding a 
duck by the neck is running away, another man lies across the trains tracks with 
a flower-pot on his stomach and a man has directed the engineer where to take 
the train to avoid running over the other man.  Very typical of Emett’s work and 
a charming piece.  (SEE ALSO INSIDE FRONT COVER) $4750.00

Emett [1906-1990] was a British artist and designer of “kinetic” sculptures.  His 
work is probably most recognizable as the inventions Dick Van Dyke made as 
Caratacus Potts in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.  Many of his pieces feature whimsical 
trains and he actually built train sculptures as well as other sculptural machines 
that are in the permanent collections of the Smithsonian and other museums.

INSCRIBED BY ENRIGHT - THIRD “MELENDY” STORY
160. ENRIGHT,ELIZABETH.THEN THERE WERE FIVE.  NY: Farrar & Rinehart 
(1944).  8vo (5 3/4 x 8 1/2”), cloth, 241p., Fine in dust wrapper chipped at spine 
ends.  1st edition.  THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED BY ENRIGHT!  The story relates 
the many adventures the Melendy family has during a long summer.  Written 
by Enright and illustrated by 
her as well, this is the third 
title in the Melendy series 
following The Saturdays and 
The Four Story Mistake.  First 
editions of this title are rare, 
inscribed copies even rarer.  
Enright was Maginel Wright 
Enright’s daughter and the 
niece of Frank Lloyd Wright.  
She won the Newbery Award 
for Thimble Summer and the 
Newbery Honor for Gone - Away 
Lake.  $600.00

ENRIGHT, MAGINEL - 60

161. (EULALIE) illus.  THREE LITTLE 
PIGS.  NY: Platt & Munk, (1925, 
1928).  8vo (6 3/8 x 8 1/8”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, Fine copy 
in PUBLISHER’S PICTORIAL BOX 
(box repaired). Probable first edition.  
Illustrated by Eulalie with 3 full page and 
8 half-page color illustrations, 9 half-
page black and whites plus color covers 
and pictorial endpapers.  Rarely found in 
the box and a lively version of this fairy 
tale.  $150.00

EVANS, EDMUND – 115, 205, 218, 247,
                        291, 298, 325 

FABLES - 271

RARE HUMANIZED MUSHROOM FAIRIES
162. FAIRIES.MUSHROOM FAIRIES by Adah Louise Sutton.  Akron: 
Saalfield (1910).  Oblong 4to (12 x 9”), cloth backed pictorial boards, 159p., 
some inevitable edge wear but much less than usual, otherwise this is a better 
than Very Good copy for this title.  This is a fabulous book about a family of 
humanized mushroom fairies that live in a house made from a mushroom, and 
their encounters with their enemies the Toadstool Imps.  Printed on coated 
paper, every page of text is illustrated with a pictorial border and there are 
12 fabulous chromolithographed plates.  Adah Sutton was the wife of Arthur 
Saalfield, the publisher of this and hundreds of other children’s books.  This is a 
nice copy of a rare American picture book. $1500.00

163. FAIRIES.THE GOOD 
FAIRY by Grace Bliss 
Stewart.  Chicago: Reilly & 
Lee (1930).  8vo, green gilt 
cloth, 128p., slight cover soil, 
VG to Fine.  This charming 
fairy story is illustrated 
by the author with 3 color 
plates plus a profusion of full 
and partial page intricate 
line illustrations.  Printed on 
coated paper.  A scarce fairy 
fantasy. $250.00
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164. FAIRIES.PIXIES AND 
THE SILVER CROWN by 
Margaret and Mary Baker.  
NY: Duffield 1927 (1927).  
Large 8vo, cloth, Fine in 
slightly worn dust wrapper.  
1st edition, publisher’s 
copy with their bookplate.  
The story is about the 
adventures of a little girl and 
boy who meet pixies at the 
fair.  Written by Margaret 
Baker and illustrated by her 
sister Mary with beautiful 
SILHOUETTES on every 
page.    $200.00

WONDERFUL ELVES
165. FAIRIES.TWINKIE TOWN TALES BOOK NO. 1 by Carlyle Emery.  St. 
Louis: Hamilton Brown Co. 1926.  8vo, pictorial boards, fine.  This is their story 
about little elves called Twinkies and of their town full of humanized insects 
and animals.  Marvelously illustrated in detail and in bright colors by Arthur 
Henderson.  Very scarce.  $300.00

FAIRIES ALSO 1, 50, 216, 246, 248, 330, 331, 362, 398, 484

CINDERELLA * PUSS IN BOOTS * 3 PIGS * 3 KITTENS
166. FAIRY TALES.DAVID BRETT QUATRE HISTOIRES AMUSANTES.  
Paris: Hachette et Cie, no date, circa 1915.  Large 4to (9 3/4  x 12 1/4”), 
cloth backed pictorial boards, light rear cover soil, blank corner of one leaf 
restored, light edge rubbing, VG+.  4 fairy tales are retold including Cinderella, 
Puss In Boots, Three Little Pigs and the Three Little Kittens.  Illustrated with 
bold colors and broad strokes by David Brett, often described as a Denslow 
imitator.  Printed on textured paper, the pages are artfully arranged with text 
integrated into the illustrations.  There are full page color illustrations as well.  
A great fairy tale picture book. $525.00

CLARA BURD & VIOLET MOORE HIGGINS ILLUSTRATIONS
167. FAIRY TALES.  FAIRY TALES comp. by Rose Allyn.  Chicago: Stanton & 
Van Vleet (1918). Narrow 4to, pictorial boards, 126p., slight cover soil and tips 
worn, VG.  25 fairy tales from Grimm, Perrault, Andersen and oral tradition are 
illustrated by CLARA BURD AND VIOLET MOORE HIGGINS with 8 beautiful 
color plates by Burd and  with many large black &whites by Higgins.  A lovely and 
uncommon edition.  $225.00

168. FAIRY TALES.LITTLE DAME CRUMP AND HER PIG.  NY: E.P. Dutton, no 
date, circa 1890.  4to (6 1/8 x 9”), pictorial wraps, neat spine repair, recased, overall 
VG.  A title in Dutton’s Garden Window Series.  The classic tale about Dame Crump 
and her stubborn little pig, each page has a fine 3/4 page chromolithograph (6 
plus cover) with text below.  Printed with care on one side of the page.  $225.00

CHARMING 1861 ORIGINAL FAIRY TALES
169. FAIRY TALES.LITTLE ELLA AND THE FIRE KING AND OTHER FAIRY 
TALES by M.W. [Mary Williams]. Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas 1861 (1861).  
12mo (4 3/4 x 6 3/4”), brown blind stamped cloth, gilt lettering, all edges gilt, 
118p., near Fine.  1st edition of this book of original fairy tales, each followed 
by a moral.  Illustrated by Henry Warren with 8 fine black and white plates and 
with a lovely decorative title page.  Includes stories such as The Wonderful 
Apple Tree, The Golden Cow, The Silver Dog and his Puppies, A Pig for an Hour 
and more.  This is a beautiful copy of an interesting book of fairy tales. $200.00

VERY FINE ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHASEMORE
170. FAIRY TALES.THE OLD WOMAN AND HER PIG.  London: Griffith Farran 
& Co., no date, circa 1890 (based on pub. address). 8vo (6 1/2 x 8 1/8”), cloth 
backed flexible color pictorial card covers, slight cover soil else VG+.  This classic 
fairy tale is illustrated by A. Chasemore with nearly 20 full page and partial page 
engravings well suited to the story, full of detail and well printed.  A title in the 
Old Corner Series. $225.00

FAIRY TALE PANORAMA
171. FAIRY TALES.  (PANORAMA) FAIRY TALES.  No place, Frederick Warne, no 
date, circa 1930. 4to (7 5/8 x 9 1/4”), thick pictorial boards connected with cloth, 
folding panorama style. Slight bit of cover soil else Fine.  The is an 8 panel panorama 
with each panel featuring a large and lovely full page color illustration by Harold 
McCready.  There is one line of text beneath each picture.  Includes: Cinderella, 
Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, Beauty and the Beast, Three Little 
Pigs, Aladdin. Fair One with the Golden Locks and Little Snowdrop. $300.00

PANORAMA SHAPE BOOK
172. FAIRY TALES.(PANORAMA SHAPE BOOK) THREE TINY PIGS [THREE 
LITTLE PIGS].  London: Dean & Son, no date, circa 1885. 3 x 5 3/4”, stiff pictorial 
wraps die-cut in the shape of a pig sitting on a brick wall, Fine condition.  This 
is a 6 sided panorama with great chromolithograph illustrations on one side and 
with the text on the other side.  A charming little version of this tale. $200.00

#166

#169

#170
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RARE FAIRY TALE BOOK PUB. BY R.H. RUSSELL
173. FAIRY TALES.SIX 
GIANTS AND A GRIFFEN 
and other stories by Birdsall 
Otis Edey.  NY: R.H. Russell 
1903 (Nov. 1903).  4to (8 x 10 
1/2”), pictorial cloth, some 
margin soil else VG+.  Six 
original fairy tales including 
the title, Gertrude’s Visit 
to the Moon, Sapphira 
and the Flying Pig, Mother 
Gooses’ Party and more. 
Illustrated with 6 lovely 
half tone plates in typical 
turn of the 19th century 
style by Beatrice Ruyl.  
Rare. $225.00

3 LITTLE PIGS BOOK WITH GAME
174. FAIRY TALES.STORY OF THE THREE LITTLE PIGS: BOOK AND GAME 
COMBINATION.  Offered here is a book and pictorial game sheet housed in 
the original box which measures 13” wide by 7 1/2” x 1” deep in fine condition.  
Enclosed is a book titled The Story of the Three Little Pigs illustrated in color 
by Nana French Bickford published in 1921 by Stoll Edwards.  The book is in as 
new condition.  There is also a printed envelope which houses a folded poster (18 
x 19”) with a large picture of a Little Piggie with a ripped piece on his shorts. 
Along the bottom edge are 4 inch patches to be cut off (a few cut) and used to 
play Pin The Patch on the Piggie (like Pin the Tail on the Donkey).  A terrific item 
in remarkable condition. $250.00

STRIKING ART DECO COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
175. FAIRY TALES.THE THREE BEARS: a family story by Mirriam Kallen.  
Boston: Lothrop Lee Shepard  1934 (1934).  
Oblong 4to (9 3/8 x 7 3/4”), pictorial 
boards,  Fine condition in dust wrapper 
(dw mended on verso).  First edition.  The 
classic fairy tale is retold by Kallen and 
illustrated by Beatrice Dvilinsky with 
striking, art deco illustrations in bold 
flat colors.  The bears and Goldenlocks 
are all depicted as jointed toys and 
the story is told in words recognizable 
to a young child.  Both the author and 
illustrator were educators in Boston.  
One of the most artful versions of this 
tale. $325.00

176. FAIRY TALES.THREE LITTLE PIGS AND OTHER FAMOUS STORIES 
for small children.  No publishing information, circa 1930.  Oblong 8vo (7 1/4 
x 6 1/4”), flexible card 
covers, covers sl. dusty and 
store name on rear cover 
else VG+.  Contains 3 Little 
Pigs, Gingerbread Man, 
Chicken Little and 3 Billy 
Goats Gruff illustrated 
with 4 stunning full page 
color illustrations by Phyllis 
Pritcher and John Gee.  
There are also 3 black and 
white in text and great color 
covers. $150.00

FAIRY TALES ALSO 8, 25, 35, 39, 49, 73, 96, 101, 115, 123, 141-2, 144, 161, 
                        198, 207, 209, 237, 252, 279, 283, 306, 311, 312, 315, 316, 
                        339, 353, 397, 417, 457, 479, 494

BEYOND FABULOUS  
WIENER 

WERKESTATTE 
INFLUENCE

177. FANTASY.D’R 
LUSCHDIG ZIPITI UND 
SINI SCHBEZEL by Paul 
Hosch [Wackernagel] and 
Hans Melching.  Basel 
(Switzerland): Wepf 
Schwabe Co., no date [1915].  
Oblong 13 1/2” wide x 10” 
high, 8 leaves in pictorial 
folder, Fine condition.  In 
this flight of imagination 
gone wild, there are 8 
richly colored lithographs 
that have the look of hand-
coloring (9 including the 
cover) with the text in Swiss 
dialect hand lettered and 
arranged around and within 
the surreal images.  There 
are strange creatures and 
stylized animals similar to 
some of Tom Seidmann 
Freud’s work.  Several of 
the lithos are on black 
backgrounds that enhance 
the striking effect of the 
art.  Hosch-Wackernagel 
was a Swiss architect who 
studied at the Darmstadt 
Kunsterlerkolonie where 
the Viennese Secession 
style obviously influenced 
him. This is one of the most 
amazing children’s items of 
any era and is in such nice 
condition.  (SEE ALSO REAR 
COVER) $3000.00

GREAT COLOR PLATES - OZ-LIKE FANTASY
178. FANTASY.TOP O’ THE WORLD by Mark E. Swan.  NY: E.P. Dutton (1908).  
8vo (6 1/2 x 8 1/4”), blue cloth decorated in gold, pictorial paste-on, 194p., near 
Fine.  In this fantasy, the Man With The Growly Voice tells little Maida  about 
the Wishing Post where all of her wishes would come true.  She is transported 
North in a huge airship where she befriends strange creatures  She meets 
danger in Arcturia, gets 
mistaken for a toy in 
Illusia and turns into an 
adult when she finds the 
Wishing Post.  When the 
Man With the Growly 
Voice turns out to be a 
Wizard she’s ecstatic 
but he can’t help her 
go home,   At last she 
wishes that “everything 
would be just as it used 
to be and I could go 
home” and it worked.  
Illustrated by Hy 
Mayer with 6 fanciful 
color plates and with 
18 pen and ink drawings 
in text. $450.00
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OLIVER HERFORD AND
EDWARD LITTLE

179. FANTASY.  CON, THE WIZARD 
by John Howard Jewett.  NY: Frederick 
Stokes (1905). narrow 8vo (4x7 1/2 “) 
cloth backed boards, pictorial paste- 
on, slight edge rubbing else near fine. 
Christmas Stocking Series.  A fantasy 
tale taking place in Fableland ruled by 
Con the Wizard bird.  Illus. with 8 great 
full page color illus. by Edward Little 
(in style of Dearmer) plus many line 
illus. by Oliver Herford.  A nice little 
book.  $150.00

FANTASY SEE ALSO BAUM, 33, 122, 
                  192, 358, 261-2, 318, 
                  362, 407, 463

FARJEON, ELEANOR – 9

FIELD, EUGENE – 337

FILM (BOOKS INTO FILM) 243 FIREFIGHTING - 259

GRIMM
180. (FISCHER,HANS)
illus.THE TRAVELING 
MUSICIANS by the 
Brothers Grimm.  NY: 
Harcourt Brace [1955].  
4to, pictorial boards, Fine 
in sl. worn dw.  Stated 1st 
American edition (first 
published in Switzerland in 
1944).  Artfully illustrated 
with color lithos by Fischer, 
the Swiss artist whose 
work Bader calls superlative 
(p.358).  ADVANCE REVIEW 
COPY WITH SLIP LAID-
IN.  AIGA Best in Children’s 
books. $200.00

181. FISHER,HARRISON.  AMERICAN BEAUTIES.  Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill 
(1909).  4to, gilt cloth, sl. Edgewear, else near fine in dw (dw chipped and worn).  
1st ed.  Illus. by Fisher with 21 color plates of his beautiful women (printed on 
one side of page) and by WILL CRAWFORD with Art Nouveau pictorial boarders 
on text pages.  Printed on heavy coated paper.  Rare in dustwrapper.  $850.00

AMAZING COPY - STORY ABOUT PING
182. FLACK,MARJORIE.THE STORY ABOUT PING.  NY: Viking 1933.  8vo (7 
x 9”), cloth backed pictorial boards, a Fine copy in near Fine dust wrapper with 
just a touch of rubbing.  First edition.  The now classic story of a little Chinese 
duckling who lives on a houseboat in Peking.  Illustrated with wonderful color 
lithos by KURT WIESE.  Bader says this, with “Honk” [the Moose] are “probably 
his best work in color.” She also notes that “this was one of the first instances 
in picture books proper of a story being written by one person to be pictured by 
another and as the first notable instance... it was bound to be influential.” p.66-7. 
Very scarce, even more so in this condition.  $800.00
(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ------>>>>>>>>)
FLOWERS – 50, 203, 406

183. (FOUJITA)illus.  NIGHT AND 

THE CAT by Elizabeth Coatsworth.  NY: 

Macmillan 1950,  4to (6 3/4 x 10”), two-

tone cloth, near Fine in dust wrapper 

(dw slightly worn but VG+). Stated 1st 

printing.  Featuring 12 beautiful full 

page lithographs of all types of cats by 

FOUJITA, the noted Japanese artist, to 

accompany poems by Coatsworth. $750.00

WITH SIGNED WATERCOLOR
184. FREEMAN,DON.CYRANO THE CROW.  NY: Viking (1960).  4to (8 1/2 x 
11”), pictorial cloth, Fine in slightly chipped dust wrapper.  1st edition.  This 
is the story of a crow that was invited to appear on television.  Written and 
illustrated in color by Freeman.  THIS COPY HAS A GREAT FULL PAGE SIGNED 
WATERCOLOR OF CYRANO on the endpaper.  A super copy. $1200.00

FREES, HARRY WHITTIER – 344  

FRENCH – 126, 142, 154, 166, 224-5, 241, 271, 273, 285, 304, 340, 361, 384, 496

#182
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RARE SEIDMANN FREUD
 HAND-COLORED PICTURE BOOK

185. (FREUD,TOM SEIDMANN)illus.SEFER HADVARIM [A BOOK OF 
THINGS] [by] H.N. Bailik.  Berlin: Ophir 1922.  Square 8 1/4”, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, slight cover soil and a few internal spots else a near fine copy.  
1st edition of Freud’s first book published by Ophir. There are 16 poems by Bialik 
and 16 striking full page hand-colored illustrations by Freud.  Freud, whose real 
name was Martha Gertrude Freud, adopted the name “Tom” at age 15.  She was 
the niece of Sigmund Freud and an innovator in early education in Germany.  When 
Hitler came to power, her books were banned because of her Jewish heritage.  
That is why it is difficult to find complete copies of her later novelty books, but 
it is rarer still to find any copy of this picture book by her.  In the introduction 
to the reproduction of Ten Fairytales done by the Israel Museum, it is noted 
Freud married Jankew Seidmann in 1921 and he, along with Bialik, was a partner 
in the new publishing firm Ophir.  “Clearly, all three partners involved in the 
venture keenly felt that they were pioneering in the creation of new, excellent 
Hebrew books for the young.”  Sadly this is one of only 2 books published by 
them before they broke up.  A real rarity and a great copy. $4750.00

 STRIKING PICTURE BOOK IN HEBREW
 BY SIGMUND FREUD’S NIECE

186. FREUD,TOM SEIDMANN.  MASAH HA DAG [JOURNEY OF THE 
FISH].  Tel Aviv: Kiryat Sefer, no date [1941].  Oblong 4to (12 1/2 x 9 1/4”), 
cloth backed pictorial boards, covers soiled, rebacked with sympathetic new 
endpapers, margins foxed, tight and Good+ condition.  Second edition in Hebrew.  
The German edition was titled Die Fischreise and the Hebrew translation was 
done by Chaim Bialik.There are 12 striking and unusual full page hand-colored 
illustrations in Freud’s unique, stylized fashion.  Freud was Sigmund’s niece who 
was an innovator in writing and illustrating books for children in Germany.  She 
emigrated to Israel to escape the Nazi’s and died a tragic death.  See Mahoney-
Illus. of Children’s Books p. 137 for photo of German edition.  The artwork is 
simply amazing.  This is sold with 2 modern books: a new edition of the Journey 
of the Fish in Hebrew published in 2002 with an epilogue by Ziva Shamir and 
a Hebrew edition of Nursery Rhymes by Bialik published in 2008 which is 
illustrated by Seidmann Freud with previously unpublished watercolors taken 
from her estate.  (SEE ALSO FRONT COVER) $4000.00

RARE AMERICAN MOVEABLE BY FREUD’S NIECE
187. FREUD,TOM SEIDMANN.  THE MAGIC BOAT.  Berlin: Stuffer, no date 
[1933].  Small 4to (8 x 9 1/2”), cloth backed pictorial boards, covers and pages 
lightly spotted and mend on first page where tab extends for the movable else 
VG and complete.  This is a very rare English language edition of Das Zauberboot, 
a MOVEABLE BOOK done by the niece of Sigmund Freud.  Her moveable books 
were immediately hailed for their innovations, but because of her Jewish 
heritage, most copies of her books were destroyed and very few remain 
intact today.  In this book, there are a variety of moveable pages including a 
revolving wheel and a Punch and Judy theatre.  There is also a grid with cut-
outs that enables the reader to develop 4 different stories from one page, 
and a clever tale that lets the reader make part of the illustrations disappear 
using special red paper. Hurlimann (p. 216-17) comments upon these innovative 
books, remarkable not only for their moveable parts but for their integration of 
suitable text with artistic achievement.  $1750.00

FROGS – 107, 122, 280, 488            FROST, A.B. – 220, 221 FYLEMAN, ROSE - 41

GAG ORIGINAL ART FOR SNOW WHITE
188. (GAG,WANDA)illus.  ORIGINAL ART - SNOW WHITE AND THE 
SEVEN DWARFS -COVER. (label on rear reads from Estate of Wanda Gag.)  
This is an original guache by Gag done as a finished study for the cover of her 
Caldecott Honor version of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs translated and 
illustrated by Gag and published by Coward McCann.  It is signed by Gag and 
dated 1938. The image measures 8 x 10”, archivally matted, framed and glazed 
to 16 x 18”.  Snow White is sitting in front of an open window of her cottage 
with the dwarfs on either side of the building, mountains in the background 
and flowers in the foreground.  Gag’s original work is rare, her work in color is 
especially rare and this is a most wonderful work. $20,000.00
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GAG LITHOGRAPH
189. GAG,WANDA.SPINNING WHEEL LITHOGRAPH.  This is a lovely stone 
lithograph by Wanda Gag signed and dated by her 1927 and limited to 100 copies.  
The image consists of a spinning wheel, a large wooden counter and several glass 
bottles in various places.  Done on Arches buff wove paper, the image measures 
10” wide x 7 3/4” high, on paper 11 1/2 x 15 1/2 and is attractively matted and 
framed to 17 1/2 x 15 1/2” (archival framing).  Lovely and very scarce. $1200.00

190. GAG,WANDA.  THE 
FUNNY THING by Wanda 
Gag. NY: Coward McCann, 
1929. Oblong 8vo, yellow 
pictorial boards, Fine in 
very slightly soiled dust 
wrapper.  First edition of 
Gag’s second children’s 
book, illustrated with many 
wonderful full page and in 
text black and white lithos 
in Gag’s distinctive style.  
This is the story of a little 
man named Bobo and how he 
saved the dolls.  Beautiful 
copy. $600.00

GAMES – 18, 174

CHARMING ART DECO ILLUSTRATIONS
191. GAY,ROMNEY.THE TALE OF CORALLY CROTHERS.  Cleveland: Harter (1932).  
Oblong 5 3/4 x 4 3/4, cloth backed pictorial boards, cover slightly faded else VG.  
The simple text in rhyme is about a lonely little girl who is determined to find a friend.  
Facing each text page is a charming Art Deco color illustration by Gay. $125.00

192. (GAZE,HAROLD)illus.  PETER AND PRUE by Mary Dickerson Donahey. 
Chicago: Rand McNally (1924).  8vo, cloth, pictorial paste-on, 258p., Fine in lightly 
soiled and worn dust wrapper. 1st edition.  This fairy fantasy is illustrated by 
Gaze with silhouette endpapers and 5 beautiful color plates (incl. cover).  Gaze 
was a New Zealand artist in the tradition of Outhwaite, Donahey was the wife of 
the creator of the Teenie Weenies.  See Muir’s History of Australian Children’s 
Books p. 77.  Scarce in dw.  $450.00

BOHNY’S PICTURE BOOK NEW EDITION
193. GERMAN.BOHNY’S NEUES BILDERBUCH Anleitung zum Anschauen, 
Denken, Rechnen und Sprechen fur Kinder von 2 1/2 bis 7 Jahren. [The New 
Picture Book Being Pictorial Lessons on Form, Comparison, and Number for 

Children from 2 1/2 - 7 Years].  Esslingen: Schreiber, dreizehnte, ganzlich neu 
gezeichnete auflage (1892).  Oblong 4to, cl. backed pictorialboards, sl. cover soil 
else VG+.  New edition.  First published in Germany circa 1848, Bohny’s book was the 
outcome of the educational reform that had been occurring in Europe beginning 
with Pestalozzi and continued by 
Froebel.  Bohny, also an educator, 
believed that rote learning was 
ineffective. His picture book 
offered images of hundreds of 
every day objects presented in an 
order of increasing complexity from 
which the child could learn simple 
and more complicated concepts. 
This edition is in the same format 
as the original but the figures in 
the illustrations have been updated 
to reflect contemporary modes 
of fashion, toys, utensils etc.  
Featuring 36 chromolithographed 
plates with nearly 400 
objects. $850.00

BEAUTIFUL GERTRUD 
CASPARI PICTURE BOOK

194. GERMAN.  
(CASPARI,GERTRUD) GUTEN 
MORGEN heitere Reime mit 
bildern von Gertrud Caspari. 
Leipzig: Alfred Hahns no date 
[1911] 11 auflage [1911].  4to (9 
x 9 1/4”), pictorial boards, near 
Fine.  This is a book of simple 
rhymes for the young child, 
beautifully illustrated with color 
lithographs on every page by 
Caspari. $600.00

195. GERMAN. IN DEN 
FREISTUNDEN: Ein Bilder-
buch fur kleine leute.  No 
publishing information, circa 
1890.  4to, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, covers 
lightly soiled, VG+.  Each leaf 
is printed on thick board pages 
and illustrated with wonderful 
chromolithographed scenes 
of children engaging in various 
sports and activities. 

$200.00

GREAT HUMANIZED INSECTS
196. GERMAN.VOM SCHWEINCHEN DAS SICH WASCHEN WOLLTE verse 
by Marina Thudichum.  
Munchen: Paul Hugendubel, 
no date, circa 1938.  4to (7 
1/4 x 9 1/4”), cloth backed 
pictorial boards, slightest 
bit of cover fading else near 
Fine condition.  Stories in 
verse about various animals 
and insects. Illustrated 
by Marina Thudichem with 
marvelous color lithos 
on every page featuring 
humanized insects and 
animals, flower fairies and 
little children.  A charming 
book in great condition.
 $200.00

GERMAN SEE ALSO – 40, 180, 185, 187, 188, 207, 277-9, 239, 240, 284, 328, 356
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BEAUTIFUL WARWICK GOBLE 
WATERCOLOR

197. GOBLE,WARWICK.ORIGINAL ART: 
PRINCESS AND THE HOLY MAN.  Offered 
here is an extremely beautiful watercolor by 
Goble,  The visible image measures oblong 13 1/4 
x 9 1/4”, attractively matted, glazed and framed 
to 31 x 17” and is in fine condition.  A Japanese 
princess in a multi-colored gown hovers genii-
like over the ground while a simply dressed monk 
looks at her in the background (which also has 
boulders, clouds and a lone tree).  The full range 
of colors seamlessly blend into one flowing image 
that is quite spectacular.  It is done in the exact 
style as his work in Green Willow but this image 
does not appear in the book. Goble’s art does not 
often appear on the market and this is a truly lovely 
image. $5500.00

WARWICK GOBLE 
LARGE PAPER LIMITED EDITION

198. (GOBLE,WARWICK)illus.GREEN WILLOW AND OTHER JAPANESE 
FAIRY TALES by James 
Grace.  London: Macmillan & 
Co. 1910.  Large, thick 4to 
(9 1/2 x 11 1/2”), publishers 
full vellum binding, silk ties, 
top edge gilt, 281p., some 
soil and rubbing to vellum, 
internally clean and fine 
and overall VG+.  DE LUXE 
LARGE PAPER EDITION 
(LIMITED TO 500 COPIES).  
Featuring 40 magnificent 
tipped-in color plates with 
printed guards by Goble.  The 
illustrations are mounted on 
heavy stock brown paper and 
are perfectly suited to the 
tales.  This limited edition 
is rare.  $2000.00

RARE HUMANIZED GOLF CLUBS - R. ANDRE
199. GOLF.COLONEL BOGEY’S SKETCH BOOK  by R. Andre.  London: Longmans, 
Green & Co. 1897. Oblong 4to, 11” wide x 8 1/2”.  Cloth backed pictorial boards, 
44p., covers a little scratched, hinges neatly strengthened, VG+.  1st edition.  
A tongue in cheek history of golf begins with the prehistoric Golfosaurian and 
moves on to the missing “link” the Golfolinkius Anthropomorphus.  Andre’s text 
on “Modern” golf proves that the golf widow was not a 20th century phenomenon 
with his assertion that “golf is antagonistic to domestic happiness.” There are 
humorous parodies about golf (A Lay of Link Lunacy) and depictions of golfing 
animals including the Putting Pachyderm.  The illustrations throughout the text 
are detailed and clever.  Andre is best known for his children’s book illustrations, 
but he was also an avid golfer, even one of the founders of the West Herts Golf 
Club.  This is a wonderful and rare golf book.Golf see also 408. $2750.00

BOOK OF DOGS - PUG, POMS MORE
200. GORDON,ELIZABETH.BOOK OF BOW-WOWS. Chicago: Donohue (1913). 
8vo, pictorial cloth, FINE IN ORIGINAL DUST WRAPPER!.  Charming book of dog 
breeds accompanied by rhymes.  Illustrated in color on each page by Tad.  Includes pug, 
Pomeranian, Yorkie, St. Bernard, poodle, King Charles, Airedale, Russian wolf hound 
and more.  Rare, especially in dust wrapper.Gordon see also 483. $450.00

201. (GOVEY,LILIAN)illus.PETER PORKER.  London: Humphrey Milford, no date, 
circa 1910.  24mo (2 3/4 x 3 7/8”), 45p., boards, pictorial paste-on, slight spine 
wear else near fine.  The story features a pig and is illustrated by Govey with 2 
charming color plates and in line. $125.00

202. (GREENAWAY,KATE)illus.  
DAME WIGGINS OF LEE AND HER 
SEVEN WONDERFUL CATS edited 
with additional verse by John Ruskin.  
Sunnyside, Orpington, Kent: George 
Allen 1885.  8vo (4 7/8 x 7 1/2”), brown 
gilt pictorial cloth, 18p., 2 minor mends, 
slightest bit of cover rubbing, VG+.  
1st edition, printed on one side of the 
paper.  Illustrated with 22 charming 
woodcuts to accompany this classic 
children’s poem.  Those by Greenaway 
appear on pages 3, 4, 8 and 9. Schuster 
61-1c.    $200.00

GREEK -352

MARCUS WARD VALENTINES
203. (GREENAWAY,KATE)illus.  FLOWERS AND FANCIES: valentines ancient 
and modern by R. Montgomery Ranking & Thomas Tully.  London: Marcus Ward 
1883.  16mo (3 1/2 x 4 3/4, blue pictorial cloth stamped in black with silver 
lettering, 186p. including a first line index. Light cover rubbing else VG+.  Second 
edition  Schuster 81 - 2 (a) with really no difference from the first edition 
a year prior except in the color of cloth.  The text is an anthology of more 
than 150 poems about love by various poets.  Illustrated by Greenaway with 4 
chromolithographs on gilt backgrounds that are truly lovely.  This is a nice copy 
of a scarce Greenaway book.  (SEE ILLUS TOP NEXT PAGE) $450.00
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204. (GREENAWAY,KATE)illus.  KATE GREENAWAY’S ALPHABET.  London: 
Routledge no date [1885]. 24mo, (2 /38 X 2 5/8”) glazed stiff pictorial wraps, spine 
rubbed else VG+.  Beautifully printed in color with one letter per page accompanied by 
little children incorporated into the letters.  1st ed.  Schuster 23 1 c. $250.00

205. (GREENAWAY,KATE)
illus.  MOTHER GOOSE 
OR THE OLD NURSERY 
RHYMES. London: George 
Routledge, no date [1881]. 
12mo (5 x 6 3/4”), 48p., 
white cloth, pink spine, 
lattice design on covers, 
olive endpapers, light cover 
toning, bookplate removed 
from endpaper, VG+.  1st 
edition, second issue 
(Schuster 140-1b).  Featuring 
charming color illustrations 
on every page by Greenaway, 
engraved by Edmund 
Evans.  $600.00

GREENAWAY IMITATION - 480

FINE COPY
206. GREENE,GRAHAM.THE LITTLE HORSE BUS.  London: Max Parrish 1952. 
Small 4to (7 1/4 x 8 3/4”), red boards, Fine condition in fine dust wrapper.  
1st edition of this scarce little picture book, illustrated in bright colors by 
DOROTHY CRAIGIE. Great copy.  $800.00

207. GRIMM BROTHERS.  GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES.  NY: Hodder & Stoughton 
1913. Thick 8vo (7 x 9 1/4”), 346p., pictorial cloth, archival mend on one page 
else near Fine in slipcase.  1st edition.  55 fairy tales are illustrated by NOEL 
POCOCK with 23 wonderful mounted color plates somewhat reminiscent of 
Parrish. A beautiful edition of these fairy tales.  $300.00

GRIMM SEE ALSO 180, 188

FANTASTIC WOODCUTS
208. (GRISET,ERNEST)illus.  GRISET’S GROTESQUES: or jokes drawn on 
wood with rhymes by Tom 
Hood.  London: George 
Routledge 1867.  4to (8 x 
10 1/4”), cloth, all edges 
gilt, gilt medallion on cover, 
151p., newer endpaper, 
VG+.  1st edition.  Written 
by the son of Thomas 
Hood and engraved by the 
DALZIEL BROTHERS.  
Illustrated with a 
profusion of wonderfully 
detailed wood engravings 
throughout by Griset to 
accompany humorous verses 
by Hood.  See Osborne 
p.66.  $500.00

BOXED VOLLAND FAIRY TALES
209. GRUELLE,JOHNNY.  MY VERY OWN FAIRY STORIES.  Chicago: Volland 
(1917, no later printings). 8vo, pictorial boards, light spine wear and owner name 
in ink opposite half-title else VG+ IN ORIGINAL BOX.  1st edition.  Illustrated 
by Gruelle with pictorial endpapers plus many wonderful full page and in-text 
color illustrations throughout.  The text includes 12 fairy stories such as The 
Rubbery Dubbery Smiles, The Ugly Caterpillar, The Cheery Cricket and more.  
This is a nice copy of one of the scarcer Gruelle titles. $600.00

210. GRUELLE,JOHNNY.  ORPHANT ANNIE STORY BOOK.  Indianapolis: 
Bobbs Merrill (1921).  Tall 8vo (6 1/8 x 9 1/8”), cloth, pictorial paste-on, [86]
p., one inconspicuous mend else VG+. 1st edition.  Dedicated to James Whitcomb 
Riley who created the Orphan Annie character and with the text of Riley’s poem 
preceding the book (Ef You Don’t Watch Out!). Gruelle’s text is a marvelous, 
involved fantasy starring Annie - recounting her adventures with all sorts of 
unusual characters that are depicted in great detail with many full and partial page 
color illustrations (pictorial endpapers as well).  A scarce Gruelle book.  $450.00

211. GRUELLE,JOHNNY.  RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY AND THE NICE FAT 
POLICEMAN. NY: Gruelle Co. (1942). 8vo, cloth backed pictorial boards, light 
rubbing, VG-Fine.  1st ed.  Written by Johnny Gruelle and wonderfully illustrated 
in color by Johnny’s son Worth Gruelle.    $250.00

212. GRUELLE,JOHNNY.RAGGEDY ANN IN THE SNOW WHITE CASTLE.  NY: 
Johnny Gruelle Co. (1946). 8vo, pictorial boards, 95p., fine in slightly worn dust 
wrapper.  An uncommon Gruelle title, written by Johnny Gruelle and illustrated by his 
brother JUSTIN GRUELLE with bright color illustrations.  Nice copy.  $225.00

#203
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VOLLAND BOXED EDITION
213. GRUELLE,JOHNNY.  WOODEN WILLIE.  Joliet: Volland (1927).  8vo (6 
1/4 x 9 1/4”), cloth backed pictorial boards, NEAR FINE IN ORIGINAL BOX 
(box flaps repaired).  1st printing, second issue. (First printings are stated and 
second printings are also stated, so this is earlier than a second printing but not 
a first printing).  A Volland Happy Children Book with sharp and wonderful color 
illustrations throughout done by Gruelle featuring a BLACK DOLL NAMED BELINDY 
and a wooden doll named WILLIE.  A beautiful copy, scarce in box.  $600.00

214. (GRUELLE,JOHNNY)illus.ALL ABOUT THE LITTLE SMALL RED HEN.  
NY: Cupples & Leon (1917). 16mo, boards, pictorial paste-on, fine in frayed dust 
wrapper.  Illustrated by Gruelle with 8 great color plates plus black and whites.  
Very scarce in dw. $450.00

GRUELLE SEE ALSO 34, 49, 214

ARTIST’S DUMMY FOR HADER BOOK
215. HADER,BERTA AND ELMER.SONNY ELEPHANT - ARTIST’S DUMMY 

written by Madge Bigham and illustrated by the Haders, published in 1930 by 

Little Brown.  This is the Haders’ dummy for the book used for layout and color 

direction.  The dummy measures 9” square and the Haders actually used a trial cover 

for Mother Goose as the cover for this dummy.   It is illustrated with watercolor 

double-page endpapers, color half title, color title, 4 other color illustrations and 

90 pencil sketches.  This is an interesting look at the pre-production stage of a 

picture book.  Sold with a copy of the book in dust wrapper. $2500.00

EARLY AND FANTASTIC HAGUE ART
216. HAGUE,MICHAEL.ORIGINAL ART: GNOMES AND FAIRIES.  Offered 
here is a most wonderful watercolor by Hague.  Depicted in a dense forest are 
gnomes, fairies, a young girl and a forest baby.  The image measures 10 1/4” wide 
x 15” high on artist board 15x20”, signed by Hague.  According to Hague himself, 
this was a very early portfolio piece of his dating from 1973,  The colors are rich 
and the incredible detail draws the eye in to make sure to see every little fairy, 
frog and gnome.  This is a fantastic piece. $3850.00

 
LITTLE PIG’S RAMBLE

217. HAND COLORED.LITTLE PIG’S RAMBLE 
FROM HOME.  London: Dean & Son. (1857 date on 
rear cover).  12mo, (5 1/8 x 6 3/4”), 23p., pictorial 
wraps, archival repair to spine and corner worn else 
VG+.  The story in rhyme tells about a little pig who 
leaves home to find his fortune but he encounters 
only adversity, eventually ending up on the butcher’s 
block.  Illustrated with 8 very fine hand-colored 
cuts plus hand-colored cover (cover erroneously 
calls for 10 coloured pictures but the pagination 
is continuous including the pictures and nothing is 
missing).  This is a charming toy book with unusually 
nice hand-coloring. $750.00
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AUNT MAVOR TOY BOOK - EDMUND EVANS
218. HAND COLORED.OLD WOMAN AND HER PIG.  London: George Routledge 
no date [1858].  4to (7 x 9 3/4”), pictorial wraps mounted on linen, neat spine 
strengthening, VG+.  Printed 
by Edmund Evans on one side 
of the paper there are 4 
full page and 1 double page 
hand-colored illustrations - 
all very fine.  This is an Aunt 
Mavor Everlasting Toy Book, 
notable for being the first 
title in the series to have 
a double-page color spread 
and the first to have its own 
picture on the cover.  See 
Masaki: History of Victorian 
Popular Picture Books 
p.408. $750.00

HAND COLORED SEE ALSO 35, 136, 145, 
    147-154, 185-6, 224, 229, 231-2, 284, 302

INCLUDING VELVETEEN RABBIT
219. HARPER,WILHEMINA.  THE LONELY 
LITTLE PIG and other animal tales selected by 
Harper.  Philadelphia: David McKay (1938).  4to 
(7 1/4 x 9 1/2”), red cloth, As New in like dust 
wrapper. Stated First edition. An anthology of 
13 stories by various noted authors including 
the Velveteen Rabbit.  Illustrated by Vera 
Neville with lovely full page and smaller color 
lithos plus many black and whites.  A beautiful 
copy.  $125.00

INSCRIBED BY JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS
220. HARRIS,JOEL CHANDLER.UNCLE REMUS: HIS SONGS AND 
SAYINGS.  NY: D. Appleton 1902 (1895). 8vo, red cloth stamped in gold and 
black, 265p. + ads, light stain to lower spine and corner of first 2 leaves, old 
repair to strengthen binding, overall VG-.  In 1895, Appleton issued a New & 
Revised edition.  This edition is newly illustrated with 112 illustrations by A.B. 
FROST (the 1st edition is illustrated by Frederick Church and James Moser).  
Harris wrote a preface for this edition, dedicated to Frost.  THIS COPY IS 
INSCRIBED BY HARRIS on the verso of the frontis, and IT IS ALSO SIGNED 
AGAIN BY HARRIS at the end of the preface where he has crossed out his 
printed name.  Harris inscriptions are not common. $1850.00

GIFT EDITION
221. HARRIS,JOEL 

CHANDLER.UNCLE 
REMUS: HIS SONGS AND 
SAYINGS.  NY: Appleton  
(1920).  Large thick 4to, green 
gilt cloth, 265p., VG+.  This is 
a deluxe gift edition, with 
an introduction by Thomas 
Nelson Page.  Illustrated 
by A.B. FROST AND E.W. 
KEMBLE with 12 plates, in-
text illustrations and with 
pictorial borders on each 
page of text as well.  This 
is a beautiful edition of this 
classic.  $400.00

222. HARRIS,JOEL 
CHANDLER.  PLANTATION 
PAGEANTS.  Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin 1899 
(1899). 8vo, pictorial cloth, 
247p., near Fine.  1st ed. 
(BAL 7142).  Illustrated 
by E. BOYD SMITH with 
20 black and white plates.  
This is a nice copy of a very 
early E. Boyd Smith book 
and also a terrific Harris 
item.  $1000.00

SCARCE AND BEAUTIFUL CHILDE HASSAM CHILDREN’S BOOK
223. (HASSAM,CHILDE)illus.BYE-O-BABY BALLADS by Charles Stuart 
Pratt.  Boston: D. Lothrop 
(1886).  4to, small 4to, cloth. 
backed pictorial boards, 
some edge rubbing else VG+.  
Illustrated with very beautiful 
full page color illustrations 
(chromolithographs) and 
with smaller lithographed 
decorations on text page 
- all by Hassam, America’s 
foremost Impressionist, 
in his distinctive, delicate 
style.  Very lovely and 
scarce.  $600.00

HEBREW – 11-14, 185, 186

PATRIOTISM - MORE THAN 150 POCHOIR ILLUSTRATIONS
224. (HELLE,ANDRE)illus.  LE LIVRE DES HEURES: heroiques & douloureuses 
des annees 1914 - 1915 - 1916 - 1917 - 1918.  Paris: Berger - Levrault, 1919.  4to (7 1/2 
x 11”), pictorial wraps, small repair at base of spine with some creasing of spine as 
usual else near Fine and partially unopened.  This very scarce Helle work was done 
so that children should never forget the toll that war takes on  people and a country.  
There are more than 140 half page, vibrant POCHOIR illustrations (hand-colored 
through a stencil) depicting the effect of war on all parts of society.  There are 
also a few smaller illustrations and stunning flag motif endpapers.   $1250.00

ART DECO
225. (HELLE,ANDRE)illus.  PATACHOU PETIT GARCON par Tristan Dereme.  
Paris: Emile- Paul (1930).  Large 4to (9 1/2 x 12 1/2”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards, light cover soil and slight rubbing else VG+.  1st edition.  This charming 
French picture book is 
illustrated by ANDRE HELLE 
with 48 Art Deco pastel 
color illustrations showing 
the adventures of a little 
boy named Patachou.  The 
author Tristan Dareme was a 
French poet and author born 
Philippe Huc.  He adopted 
his Dareme pseudonym in 
1908 when he became the 
editor of 2 magazines.  This 
is a lovely French picture 
book. $600.00

HENDERSON, ARTHUR – 165, 
                           362, 484
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226. (HERFORD,OLIVER)illus.CUPID’S 
FAIR-WEATHER BOOK by John Cecil Clay.  
NY: Charles Scribner’s Sons (1911).  Narrow 
4to (5 x 9”0, pictorial boards, sl. cover 
rubbing else VG+. 1st ed.  Every month’s 
astrological sign is described in verse and 
in prose.  Illustrated by Herford with lovely 
art-nouveau full page color illustrations in a 
muted pallet and with smaller illustrations in 
color and line throughout the text.  A scarce 
title. $100.00

HERFORD, OLIVER SEE ALSO 179

HIGGINS, VIOLET MOORE – 106, 167

FIRST EDITION OF STRUWWELPETER
IN ENGLISH!

227. HOFFMANN,HEINRICH.  ENGLISH STRUWWELPETER 
or Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures for Little Children.  Leipsic: 
Friedruch Volckmar, 1848.  4to, original decorative boards 
with vignette on rear cover, 24p., recased with new spine, old 
endpapers, tear on title page repaired, some soiling throughout, 
paper on cover is worn off on corners and edges, overall a Very 
Good copy.  FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF THIS FAMOUS 
CHILDREN’S BOOK that is still in print today. Taken from the 
6th German edition.  Printed on rectos only, each leaf is hand-
colored showing the fate of these now famous naughty children.  
Originally published in Germany in 1845 as Lustige Geschichten 
und drollige Bilder, with only 15 pages, the book was expanded and 
renamed Struwwelpeter in 1847.  As an early example of planned 
obsolescence, Hoffmann reportedly instructed his publishers to 
issue the book in strong boards but with a frail paper spine in the 
hope that children would quickly read the book to pieces; their 
parents would be forced to buy another copy.  This accounts 
for the unbelievable rarity of both the first German and first 
English editions.  PML 131.  Amongst the rarest of all children’s 
books.  SEE ALSO INSIDE FRONT COVER)            $25,000.00

DEAN RAG BOOK

228. HOFFMANN,HEINRICH.    

ENGLISH 

STRUWWELPETER.  London: 

Deans Rag Book, no date ca 

1900. 4to, covers soiled and 

some light internal soil as well 

else VG.  A rare cloth book 

version of this classic book, 

illustrated in color on every 

page.  $850.00

HAND-COLORED
229. HOFFMANN,HEINRICH.  
SLOVENLY PETER.  
Philadelphia: Winston, no 
date, circa 1920. 4to, red 
gilt and pictorial cloth, one 
leaf mended else FINE 
IN DUST WRAPPER (dw 
chipped).  Each illustration 
is individually handcolored 
after the original.  A nice 
copy in English of this classic 
German juvenile, scarce in 
the wrapper.  $250.00

STRUWELLPETER PARODY
230. (HOFFMANN,HEINRICH).POLITICAL STRUWWELPETER by Harold 
Begbie. London: Grant Richards 1899.  4to (8 3/4 x 10 5/8”), cloth backed 
pictorial boards, 24p., covers darkened and light edgewear, VG and clean.  A 
parody of Hoffman’s children’s book that features British political figures of the 
era and illustrated in full color on every page after Hoffmann’s originals by F. 
Carruthers Gould (printed on one side of the paper only).  $375.00

HOLIDAY HOUSE – 158 HOMER - 352

FIRST EDITION - HANDSOME HAND-COLORED PIGS
231. HOOD,THOMAS.THE HEADLONG CAREER AND WOEFUL ENDING OF 
PRECOCIOUS PIGGY.  London: Griffith and Farran 1859.  4to (7 1/2 x 9 1/2”), 
salmon colored pictorial boards, [21]p. + [1]p. ad, respined with matching paper, 
some cover soil else remarkably tight and clean. 1st edition.  The story originated 
as a tale that Hood told to his children.  After he died his son Tom wrote down 
the story and illustrated it 
(his original manuscript is 
at the Huntington Library).  
Printed on one side of the 
paper only, each leaf features 
a fine HAND-COLORED 
illustration showing the 
ultimately sad tale of this 
dandified pig.  The preface is 
by Frances Freeling Broderip, 
the author’s daughter and 
a children’s writer as well.  
First editions in such nice 
condition are rare.  Sold 
with a 1969 facsimile of the 
original manuscript.   $1500.00

 FIRST AMERICAN EDITION
232. HOOD,THOMAS.THE HEADLONG CAREER AND WOEFUL ENDING 
OF PRECOCIOUS PIGGY.  Boston: Thornton and Moffitt, 1859.  12mo (5 
3/8 x 7 3/8”), pictorial wraps, 19 leaves (plus endpapers and covers), spine 
paper worn and strengthened, edge stain on covers, some soil and fraying,, a 
Good solid copy.  First American edition, the same year as the British. The 
story originated as a tale that Hood told to his children.  After he died his 
son Tom wrote down the story and illustrated it (his original manuscript is at 
the Huntington Library).  Each page of text faces a full page black and white 
illustration unevenly hand-colored, depicting the ultimately sad tale of this 
dandified pig.  Printed on one side of the paper, each leaf has at least one 
illustration.  The preface is by Frances Freeling Broderip, the author’s daughter 
and a children’s writer as well.  The first American edition is rare.   $850.00
(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ------>>>>>>>>)
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 EARLY AMERICAN CLOTH BOOK
233. HOOD,THOMAS.THE HEADLONG CAREER AND WOEFUL ENDING 
OF PRECOCIOUS PIGGY.  Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., no date, circa 
1865. 12mo (5 1/2 x 7 3/4”), pictorial cloth, some soil and fraying else VG.  The 
story originated as a tale that Hood told to his children. After he died his son 
Tom wrote down the story 
and illustrated it (his 
original manuscript is at 
the Huntington Library).  
An Indestructible Edition 
printed entirely on cloth.  
Each page has a fine full page 
black and white illustration 
depicting the ultimately 
sad tale of this dandified 
pig.  The preface is by 
Frances Freeling Broderip, 
the author’s daughter and 
a children’s writer as well.  
This is an uncommon imprint 
and an early American all 
cloth book.  Rare in this 
format. $400.00

HORSE - 32

SHAPE BOOK
234. HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT.  
London: Adprint Limited, no date circa 
1940-50, Large 4to (8 7/8 x 10 7/8”), 
pictorial wraps die-cut in the shape of 
a house, Fine.  Illustrated with 4 full 
page, 1 double-page color illustrations 
and full and partial page black and whites 
by Cynthia Newhouse-Taylor, all with 
great 40’s style.  Also has bright color 
covers.House That Jack Built see also 
88. $225.00

235. (HUMPHREY,MAUD)illus.  LITTLE SOLDIERS AND SAILORS by Mabel 
Humphrey. NY: Frederick Stokes, 1899.  4to (9 x 11 1/8”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards, light cover soil and edge wear else VG++. The stories by Mabel Humphrey 
describe children reenacting 
famous historical battles 
such as Dewey at Manila, 
Schley and Cook at the 
Bridge at Brooklyn, Raising 
of the flag at Santiago and 
others.  The illustrations 
have military figures shown 
as little cherubic children 
dressed as adults (girls 
and boys).  Illustrated by 
Humphrey with 6 wonderful 
full page chromolithographed 
plates (printed rectos only) 
plus many text illustrations 
done by Mabel Humphrey.
  $700.00

GREAT SAALFIELD CLOTH BOOK
236. HUMPTY DUMPTY.  Akron: Saalfield 
1910.  Narrow 4to, cloth, VG-Fine.  A great 
turn of the 20th century cloth book with 
a somewhat malevolent looking Humpty 
Dumpty.  Illustrated in bright colors on 
every page and printed on cloth.  Nice 
copy. $225.00

HURD, CLEMENT – 79

INDIAN – 394 

INGOLDSBY, THOMAS – 388

IRISH – 158, 253, 272
 
IRVING, WASHINGTON – 385-6, 415

ITALIAN – 105, 106, 307

THREE LITTLE PIGS
237. (JACOBS,HELEN)illus.THREE TINY 
PIGS [THE THREE LITTLE PIGS].  London: 
Dean & Sons, no date, circa 1910.  Folio (9 
1/4 x 13 1/2”), pictorial wraps, spine repair 
and mild cover soil, VG.  The text is on the 
bottom part of most pages and virtually 
every page has a fabulous color illustration 
by Jacobs.  There are with 5 full page color 
illustrations, 4 three quarter page color 
illustrations plus color covers.  The text is 
the classic fairy tale about the 3 Little Pigs 
and the wolf.  This is part of Dean’s Diploma 
Series and is a great picture book, quite 
scarce. $300.00

CHARMING ORIGINAL ART
238. JACOBS,HELEN.ORIGINAL 
ART.  Offered here are 2 
beautiful large finished pen and ink 
drawings by Jacobs to accompany 
a poem entitled Sea Song, a typed 
copy of which is included. The 
first picture measures 10” wide 
x 12”, second measures 10 x 8, 
each signed.  The first picture 
shows a little girl sitting on a rock 
overlooking the ocean with birds 
flying in the background.  The 
second shows 3 seagulls which 
have landed on the shore. Much 
detail and a charming group of 
drawings by the British illustrator 
(sister of W.W. Jacobs). $500.00

JAPAN – 183, 197-8, 500
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BIRNBAUM’S CHAD GADYA (A KID, A KID)
239. JEWISH INTEREST.CHAD GADJO zeichnungen con Menachem Birnbaum.  
Berlin: Welt Verlag, 1920.  Folio (9 x 11 1/2”), bound in original vellum boards 
with the black ties replaced. Except for light soil and toning to the boards, 
this is a clean VG-Fine copy.  First edition. This famous Passover song of Chad 
Gadya that is sung at the end of the Seder is illustrated by Jewish/Austrian 
artist Menachem Birnbaum and adapted by his younger brother Uriel.  There 
is a color illustration on the cover followed by pictorial endpapers within a blue 
and yellow border.  The twin title pages are set within the same border and are 
followed by the text of the song printed in both Hebrew and German.  Each page 
of text (10 pages) faces a striking full page color woodblock illustration, printed 
on vellum-like parchment.  The final images of the Angel of Death foretold the 
horror of the Holocaust.  Menachem and Uriel Birnbaum were sons of the Jewish 
philosopher Nathan Birnbaum.  Menachem died in Auschwitz in 1944 but Uriel 
lived until 1956.  This is a nice copy of a rare Jewish children’s book. $3500.00

HEBREW BOOK PUBLISHED IN GERMANY
240. JEWISH INTEREST.[TOYS AND FLOWERS] TZAAHTSUIM UFARCHIM 
by Y[AAKOV] D[AVID] KAMZON. Berlin - Vienna: Menorah Publishers, no date, 
circa 1920.  Small oblong book 5 1/4” wide x 3 3/8”, printed board covers, slight 
rubbing, near Fine.  Printed 
on thick board pages on a 
grey background, each page 
has a lovely color illustration 
by Yaakov David Kamzon, 
the author, featuring little 
children playing.  The pictures 
are done in a broad style with 
primary colors similar to some 
of Gertrude Caspari’s books 
The simple text in Hebrew 
is a short rhyme. This is a 
great copy of a rare little 
book.  (SEE ALSO REAR 
COVER) $1200.00

WITH 3 PAGE JOB HANDWRITTEN LETTER
241. (JOB)illus.L’EPOPEE DU COSTUME MILITAIRE FRANCAIS by Henri 
Bouchot.  Paris: Societe Francaise D’Editions D’art / L. Henry May, [1898].  
Thick 4to (10 1/2 x 13”), original handsome binding of full embossed leather 
with gold and red designs, all edges gilt, Fine.  1st edition. The text is a detailed 
history of French military campaigns and costumes with emphasis on Napoleon 
and the Grand Imperial Army. Illustrated by JOB with 10 color plates plus 175 
exquisitely detailed engraved illustrations on nearly every page of text, many 
of which are hand-colored.  Printed on coated paper and a beautiful book.  

Laid-in is a THREE PAGE HANDWRITTEN LETTER FROM JOB regarding the 
publication of one of his books.  It reads: “My editor, M. Combet forwarded your 
letter to me - as for the table of contents, it will be delivered this month as well 
as the cover.  As to your observation regarding the blanks in the text, we will do 
our utmost to fill them in.  I admit that I have not understood what you mean by 
“military Decoration of 11 lines added on the sleeve of the uniform”.  Are they 
modern designs?  This would not be at all in my plan.  If they are old and you could 
communicate them to us (providing that they are not already known) we would be 
very happy if you could let us have them.  As to the flag, we show those which we have 
seen, but there are very few documents on this subject.  Mr. Hollander, a member 
of the Sabretache, has just completed a very well documented study on the flags 
from 1804-1812 - I think it will be published by Berger Levrault. [signed] J. de 
Breville / JOB 81 avenue Victor Hugo.”  This is a wonderful JOB item. $2750.00

GERTRUDE KAY FANTASY 
242. KAY,GERTRUDE.  THE FRIENDS OF JIMMY. Joliet: Volland (1926).  8vo, 
pictorial boards, spine lightly rubbed and toned else VG+ IN FINE BOX.  Stated 
First Edition.  Written and illustrated by Kay.  This is a charming fantasy tale 
illustrated by Kay with full page color illustrations plus many in text color illustrations 
as well.  This is a title in the Volland Nature Children Book series.  $350.00

KEMBLE, E.W. – 220, 221

BASIS FOR THE MOVIE “BABE’
243. KING-SMITH,DICK.SHEEP PIG.  London: Victor Gollancz 1983 (1983).  8vo 
(5 1/4 x 8”), boards, As New condition in As New dust wrapper.  1st edition.  The 
story about a pig who wanted to be a sheep dog illustrated throughout with fine 
line drawings by Mary Rayner.  This is the book from which the movie BABE was 
taken.  An incredible copy. $275.00

KIPLING, RUDYARD – 405 KIRK, MARIA - 295

244. (KNIPE,EMILIE BENSON)illus.  GIRLS AND BOYS. Stories and verse 
by Alice Calhoun Haines. NY: 
Frederick Stokes (1905).  
Large 4to (10 x 12 1/2”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
light finger soil on covers and 
edges rubbed else VG+.  The 
text contains stories and 
poems all dealing with girls 
and boys with text enclosed 
within a lovely pictorial 
border by Knipe. There are 
also 8 gorgeous color plates, 
done in the style and colors 
of Jessie Willcox Smith by 
Miss Knipe who was also a 
student of Pyle.  Extremely 
scarce.  $275.00
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